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Abstract 
We discuss and demonstrate the usage of in-line thermography as a versatile tool for reliable detection of solar cells prone to 
cause hot-spots in modules under shaded operation conditions and for optimization of production processes to avoid producing 
such cells. Thermography images of reverse biased solar cells are recorded during a time interval of 60 ms, along with the 
measurement of the reverse IV-characteristics of the solar cell, avoiding the necessity of a second contacting unit in cell testers. 
The obtained images are corrected for thermal background radiation and evaluated in two ways – i) predicting the cells 
temperature in module operation when a solar cell is reverse biased due to partial shading of the module. Using the predicted cell 
temperature to reject cells that are prone to hot-spot failure is a superior metric to the current methodology of rejecting such cells.  
ii) Analyzing possible causes for hot-spots by a shape detection to find the most important error classes. This information is 
important to give a quick response about the origin of reverse currents caused by production deviations. 
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1. Introduction 
Thermography was introduced to solar cell characterization in 1998 [1] as a tool for analysis of local IV 
characteristics. In the following years numerous thermographic characterization techniques for silicon solar cells [2-
5] and silicon wafers [6-8] for laboratory use were discussed. Thermography is used to measure local diode 
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the measurement setup for combined IV and thermography 
measurements. The EL camera and pyrometer are shown as well. 
characteristics [2] or perform monochromatic efficiency imaging [5]. Further work addressed shunt characterization 
[3,4], the interpretation and physical origin of different local reverse characteristics [9], as well as a combination 
with EL-imaging [10]. In 2009 the possible use of thermography for inline shunt detection was demonstrated [11] 
with measurement times as low as 10 ms. Many of the aforementioned methods rely on the abilities of lock-in 
thermography to resolve smallest temperature changes, down to the range of μK. However, for use as an inline tool 
in mass production, the lock-in thermography based approaches prove to be too slow because the measurement takes 
longer than 0.05 s, which is the approximate time available to test each cell on a modern production line. We focus 
on the application of thermography as an inline tool for solar cell production, where it serves for the detection of hot-
spots in solar cells. We present evaluation procedures suited to meet the demands of solar cell producers, i.e. quality 
sorting and process control. 
2. Measurement setup 
The thermography measurements are performed using an uncooled bolometric camera with a frame rate of 80 Hz, 
sensitive for radiation in the wavelength range from 8-12 μm and a resolution of 388 x 288 Pixels. The camera is 
free running and taking a continuous series of images (image 1 through 12) of the cell under test. Meanwhile, a 
power supply which is synchronized to the camera applies a user defined reverse voltage to the cell, which 
consequently heats up at spots of increased reverse current flow. A user defined image recorded during the time the 
voltage is applied is chosen for evaluation. From this image a so-called reference image (image 0) is subtracted. The 
reference image is recorded before applying the voltage and is used to correct the evaluation image for background 
radiation. In all examples shown throughout this contribution, the forth image out of the image series recorded 
during reverse bias is applied, is used for evalution. The infrared camera is mounted at the side of the light source 
used for IV-curve measurements, as shown in Figure 1. The image shows the flash box in the center, the 
electroluminescence camera, the IR-camera and the pyrometer used for measurement of the cell temperature, 
mounted at its sides. The thermography images are recorded along with the measurement of the reverse current 
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voltage characteristics. Figure 2a) shows an exemplary reverse IV-curve of a Si-solar cell together with a time 
diagram of the measurement. In the latter on the times where infrared images are recorded is indicated by vertical 
bars. After an initial quick voltage ramp, used to record the IV-characteristic of the solar cell, the sorting voltage is 
kept stable during the measurement. An example of the camera images is shown in Figure 2b). The left images are 
the reference image (upper left) and the evaluation image (lower left). The differential image (evaluation image – 
reference image), shown on the right side of Fig. 2b) is rectified and scaled to display the temperature changes 
during biasing. In the example of Fig. 2b) a maximum temperature increase of 21 K is measured during the 50 ms of 
reverse biasing. The reverse current is observed to be concentrated in one shunt in the lower left edge of the solar 
cell. The rectified image is used for analysis of defect classes and for quality control via a thermal simulation of the 
temperature field the cell reaches when operated under reverse conditions in a module. It is worth noting, that the 
current continuously decreases after the sorting voltage is reached. Such a behavior is caused by a temperature 
coefficient of the reverse current flow and is observed on some of the samples. The value and sign of the 
temperature coefficient depend on the physical nature of the reverse current and may differ from cell to cell. It is 
discussed in more detail in the literature, e.g. [12] and references therein. 
The entire thermography measurement is performed in less than 70 ms, thus the total time required for IV-
measurements is increased by approximately 50 ms. This makes the thermography system fully compatible with the 
application in high throughput inline testers, where about 350 ms total contact time are available for all 
measurements, without requiring a second cell contacting station. 
  
Fig. 2a): Reverse IV-curve and timing diagram of an inline thermography measurement. The times where infrared images are recorded are 
indicated by blue bars. Note the current decrease during the period of constant voltage.  
 
 
Fig. 2b) Raw thermography images of an inline thermography measurement (top: reference image, bottom: evaluation image) and 
differential rectified image. 
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Fig. 3: Power dissipation at the illuminated pn-junction under different operating conditions. In case of high reverse voltages the dissipated 
power density may be 5 times higher than the illumination power density of one sun. 
3. Temperatures of solar modules in reverse operation 
In order to securely avoid module damage due to hot spots, the most critical module operation condition has to be 
accounted for in evaluation of thermography images. This is a partly shaded solar cell in a module which is 
otherwise fully exposed to the sun. If the shaded area expands over approximately 1/3 to 2/3 of just one of the cells, 
e.g. when a leave is falling onto a module or if a cell is broken, the short-circuit current of the affected cell is 
reduced strongly, forcing the current of the other strings to partly flow through the bypass-diode. In consequence, 
the rest of the cells in the affected string are reverse-biasing the partly shaded cell. Depending on the module 
configuration values of up to -15 V reverse bias are reached. Still, in the unshaded area of the affected cell the full 
short-circuit current is generated by the incident light, causing very large power dissipation at the junction, as 
illustrated in Figure 3. The generated short circuit current passes a potential drop at the pn-junction, equal to the 
reverse voltage plus the value of the potential drop under short circuit conditions. The resulting power dissipation 
density equals the short circuit current density multiplied with the reverse bias, thus up to 4800 W/m² (assuming 12 
V bias and 40 mA/cm² current density). This power dissipation is added to the insulation power density of 
approximately 1000 W/m². Thus 5800 W/m² power are dissipated as heat in the unshaded area of the partly shaded 
solar cell. Under normal operating conditions, at 1000 W/m² incident power density, module temperatures are about 
20 K higher than surrounding temperatures. The incident power on the unshaded part of the partly shaded cell is 
about 6 times higher. Consequently, this area becomes much hotter. It reaches about 100 K temperature difference to 
the surrounding with temperatures of up to 140 °C, as was shown in [13,14]. It should be noted that this effect is 
common to partly shaded solar cells in standard modules and is not caused by localized hot spots. Temperature 
increases due to reverse currents add to this homogenous temperature, if they are localized in the unshaded part of 
the solar cell. These additional temperature increases strongly depend on the distribution of reverse currents across 
the solar cell. 
Commonly, a criterion based on the total reverse current is used for sorting of solar cells as being hot-spot prone 
cells or not. Such hot-spots occur if single cells are entirely or partly shaded in a solar module and thus become 
reverse biased with voltages of up to about 15 V. Cells with localized shunts or diode-breakdown exhibit strong 
localized heat dissipation under such circumstances, which may cause local temperatures in the module to rise to 
several hundred degrees centigrade. Due to the strong dependence of the cell temperature in cases of such shading on 
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the distribution of the reverse current within the cell, a global reverse-current criterion is very ineffective in sorting 
out hot-spot prone solar cells. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the sorting situation, together with the 
calculated boundaries for temperature increase due to reverse currents, based on a thermal calculation of heat 
dissipation in a module. Modules exposed to the sun heat up by about 25 K in comparison to surrounding 
temperatures, the exact value depending on the mounting conditions. With one sun illumination being 24 W per cell, 
a homogeneous distributed heating power heats a solar cell up by approximately 1 K per W dissipated power. Using 
a sorting criterion at 15W reverse power (e.g. 1.25 A at -12 V) would thus lead to cells being rejected, with a 
temperature increase as low as 15 K compared to its surrounding under reverse bias conditions. If heat is dissipated 
locally in the cell edge, an upper boundary of the local temperature increase on the solar cell of approximately 25 
K/W is calculated. The exact value depends on the module setup, cell thickness and the temperature of the hot-spot 
and its surrounding. It should be noted, that the temperature increase with increasing power dissipation is not strictly 
linear. However, experimentally only small deviations from a linear behavior were observed up to 285 °C. Using 
Comsol-simulations and numerical calculations, it was found that even for hot spot temperatures of up to 800 K, the 
deviation from linearity remains small.  
A cell at the aforementioned global sorting criterion of 15 W power dissipation may heat up 375 K in such a case 
without being rejected by the global I-Rev criterion. Taking into account a surrounding temperature of up to 140 °C 
due to partial shading of the cell, a module temperature of up to 500 °C is possible under worst case assumptions. 
Using a temperature criterion instead of the global I-rev criterion will improve the situation drastically. On the one 
hand, cells that do not cause a strong temperature increase, due to a widespread spatial distribution of reverse current 
flow will be accepted even at higher reverse power dissipation, whereas cells with localized reverse current will be 
rejected at much lower power dissipation due to the high temperature increase expected on module level. This results 
in an optimized yield and optimized cell quality in solar cell production lines at the same time, underlining the 
benefit of thermographic inspection of solar cells. 
4. Evaluation for process control 
For process optimization the detection of certain error sources in production is relevant, independent of the 
severity of the resulting reverse current in field operation of a PV-module. For this purpose, a background corrected 
infrared image is divided into a number of regions of interest and regions of exclusion. In each of these regions the 
 
Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the possible temperature distribution of hot spots in a solar cell, together with global I-Rev and temperature sorting 
criteria. Green areas are treated correctly by the global I-Rev criterion, red areas are falsely accepted or rejected by this criterion. 
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average- and maximum signal strength are evaluated. Combinations of these regions together with limits for the 
signal strength within them are further used to define thermography bins, which e.g. can be attributed to production 
steps, such as edge isolation, certain screen print effects or scratches. As the list of possible causes for enhanced 
reverse current flows is long, a large number of different parameterizations and thermography classes can evolve 
over time. Figure 5 gives some example thermography images for typical production failures. 
This evaluation approach allows optimizing the processes, already at a stage, where affected cells not necessarily 
need to be rejected, giving a quick feed-back if production errors occur. Besides the optimization of yield, due to a 
reduced number of cells which are affected by severe production errors, process optimization can be performed 
much more effectively and quicker by visualizing the effect process adaptions have on reverse current distributions. 
 
     
Fig. 5: Thermography images of solar cells with production errors, from left to right: through-metallized crack, aluminum contamination on front 
side, edge isolation failure, through metallized spot below finger, shunt at busbar  
5. Evaluation for quality control 
Thermographic imaging is a strong tool for process control; its usage is however by far not restricted to this 
purpose. The origin of its usage in inline testers is in fact different – it’s the requirement to sort out solar cells which 
might cause hot-spots in modules. As discussed in Section 3, it would be a huge improvement to replace a global I-
rev criterion by a temperature criterion in solar cell production, due to the wide temperature distribution caused by 
different spatial distributions of reverse currents on solar cells. 
Fig. 6: Differential thermography images and result images of the thermal simulation. Cells with similar reverse power dissipation but 
strongly varying module temperature forecast are shown.
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The need to sort out hot-spot prone cells at the end of solar cell production lines is emphasized by the fact that the 
detection of such cells in modules is complicated. The reverse characteristic of in series connected solar cells is 
determined by the cells with the lowest reverse currents instead of the ones with critical high currents. Thus, critical 
cells may only be detected by the so-called hot-spot test as performed in certification of solar modules. This test 
consists of illuminating the module and shading one cell after another to find the most critical ones. It is however a 
very time consuming test, which is not at all suited for usage in a 100 % control of produced modules. It is therefore 
inevitable to perform the hot spot test before stringing.  
Our approach to inline quality control using thermography imaging consists of a prediction of the final 
temperature a cell may reach under predefined conditions in a predefined module environment from the 
thermography measurement described above. This prediction allows implementing the sorting according to the 
horizontal line in Figure 4, thus securely separating between critical and uncritical solar cells. Figure 6 shows 
differential thermography images on the left hand side and the evaluation result after the thermal simulation on the 
right hand side. All three cells are subject to similar reverse power dissipation of 24 – 29 W at -12 V sorting voltage. 
The simulated temperature increase of the cells in the module, caused by the reverse current flow is however 
strongly varying. It starts with 77 K for the cell where the power introduction is well distributed over a large area of 
the cell, to 466 K for the cell containing two small spots, the stronger one of them being situated directly at the cell 
edge. The strong increase for edge spots is due to the difference in thermal conductivity of the silicon solar cell with 
its extremely high heat conductivity, and the module materials between the cells, with their low heat conductivity. 
The module materials together have about 10 times the thermal resistance the cell has alone, thus heat dissipated in 
the edge of a cell is mainly conducted towards the interior of the cell. Only a small part of the power is dissipated 
away from the cell through the module material to the next cell.  
The thermal calculation performed by the h.a.l.m. software using a similar approach as demonstrated in [13,15] 
accounts for this effect. It further takes into account the cell and module material parameters and the temperature of 
the solar cell without hot-spot. The latter one defines the amount of radiation, dissipated by the module.  
6. Conclusions 
It has been demonstrated, how inline thermography is used for process and quality control in solar cell 
production. Besides the requirement for a more precise sorting criterion, than the commonly used global I-Rev 
criterion, we show how the temperature distribution on a cell which is operated at reverse bias in a module is 
simulated from thermography images recorded within 70 ms during IV-testing. Using such a system enables to 
improve the yield and enhance the quality of the final product at very low investment costs, as no additional 
contacting station is required. It is thus a highly efficient way to enhance product quality and reduce yield losses in 
production. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that solar cells in modules are prone to reach temperatures of up to 
500°C under unfavorable operating conditions, which may be caused by partial shading, or by cell cracks. The 
impact of such cracks on module reliability, causing the module to reach temperatures of up to 140°C without any 
hot-spots regularly, underlines the necessity to also effectively sort out cells containing cracks or micro-cracks.  
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